
WATERPROOF DOME WP06 IIWATERPROOF DOME WP06 II

Product parametersProduct parameters

Wp06-II is suitable for the Platinum moving heads, including 5R,15R,16R andWp06-II is suitable for the Platinum moving heads, including 5R,15R,16R and
17RA series. 17RA series. 
Being more resistant to high temperature, more durable and more economical, itBeing more resistant to high temperature, more durable and more economical, it
can effectively protects fixtures from the erosion of rain water and humidity in thecan effectively protects fixtures from the erosion of rain water and humidity in the
outdoor performance.outdoor performance.
The dome could be separated  from the base during transportation.The dome could be separated  from the base during transportation.

Waterproof : IP54Waterproof : IP54
Dome: new type of  UV-resistant and heat-resistant PC materialDome: new type of  UV-resistant and heat-resistant PC material
Base: stainless steel material, matte black finishBase: stainless steel material, matte black finish
Installation: 360° hung and fixed by 4pcs of M12 screws or positioned on theInstallation: 360° hung and fixed by 4pcs of M12 screws or positioned on the
floorfloor
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High effective transmission: over 82%High effective transmission: over 82%
Outdoor ambience:0-45°Outdoor ambience:0-45°
Temperature : -20° to 45° Temperature : -20° to 45° 
Humidity:0-100%  Humidity:0-100%  
Excellent air circulation system well control temperature and humidityExcellent air circulation system well control temperature and humidity
Cooling: the dome and protected fixture are connected by different powerCooling: the dome and protected fixture are connected by different power
supply, allowing the dome to keep cooling down after the protected fixture is off.supply, allowing the dome to keep cooling down after the protected fixture is off.

Control: RDM compatible; the display shows humidity, and working state Control: RDM compatible; the display shows humidity, and working state 
Connection: Powercon plug inside for corresponding fixture;  DMX controlConnection: Powercon plug inside for corresponding fixture;  DMX control
between the dome and protected fixture; between the dome and protected fixture; 
Wireless for option    Wireless for option    

Power: AC110~120V or AC220~240V 50/60HZPower: AC110~120V or AC220~240V 50/60HZ
Max. output power: 2000WMax. output power: 2000W
Max. load: 60kgsMax. load: 60kgs
Net weight: 32.5kgsNet weight: 32.5kgs

Standard AccessoriesStandard Accessories
Omega clamps:2 setsOmega clamps:2 sets
Safety cord:2 pcsSafety cord:2 pcs

Colours/ GobosColours/ Gobos

:  :  

:  :  

:  :  
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Errors and omissions are possible.  All specifications are subject for change without prior notice.Errors and omissions are possible.  All specifications are subject for change without prior notice.
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